The crystal structure of the *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* Rv3019c-Rv3020c ESX complex reveals a domain-swapped heterotetramer
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Abstract: *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* encodes five gene clusters (ESX-1 to ESX-5) for Type VII protein secretion systems that are implicated in mycobacterial pathogenicity. Substrates for the secretion apparatus are encoded within the gene clusters and in additional loci that lack the components of the secretion apparatus. The best characterized substrates are the ESX complexes, 1:1 heterodimers of ESAT-6 and CFP-10, the prototypical member that has been shown to be essential for *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* pathogenesis. We have determined the structure of EsxRS, a homolog of EsxGH of the ESX-3 gene cluster, at 1.91 Å resolution. The EsxRS structure is composed of two four-helix bundles resulting from the 3D domain swapping of the C-terminal domain of EsxS, the CFP-10 homolog. The four-helix bundles at the extremities of the complex have a similar architecture to the structure of ESAT-6/C1 CFP-10 (EsxAB) of ESX-1, but in EsxRS a hinge loop linking the α-helical domains of EsxS undergoes a loop-to-helix transition that creates the domain swapped EsxRS tetramer. Based on the atomic structure of EsxRS and existing biochemical data on ESX complexes, we propose that higher order ESX oligomers may increase avidity of ESX binding to host receptor molecules or, alternatively, the conformational change that creates the domain swapped structure may be the basis of ESX complex dissociation that would free ESAT-6 to exert a cytotoxic effect.
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Introduction

*Mycobacterium tuberculosis* is the causative agent of tuberculosis (TB) and a threat to world public health. One third of the world population (2 billion people) is infected with *M. tuberculosis*, 9.27 million new cases of TB were reported in 2007, and it is estimated that 1.75 million people died from TB in 2007.1 Global incidence rates have peaked, but the overall number of new cases continues to grow with population growth. Incomplete or inadequate antimicrobial therapy has led to multidrug resistant and extensively-drug resistant *M. tuberculosis* strains.2–4 Antimicrobial therapies has led to multidrug resistant and extensively-drug resistant *M. tuberculosis* strains.

ESX complexes, heterodimeric protein complexes of ESAT-6 (early secreted antigenic target of 6 kDa), and CFP-10 (culture filtrate protein of 10 kDa), are secreted by mycobacterial species and are important mediators of host-pathogen interactions. The canonical ESX complex, EsxAB, is encoded within the 9.5 kb region of difference 1 (RD1), which is the only common genetic deletion found in two attenuated mycobacterial vaccine strains [Fig. 3019]. To date only the ESAT-6-CFP-10 complex of ESX-1 has been demonstrated to be essential for virulence. However, there is evidence that the ESX complexes of the ESX-3 and ESX-5 gene clusters, and their homologs encoded in isolated loci, are secreted although their role in *M. tuberculosis* virulence is unclear.5,6,10,11 Expression of genes in the ESX-3 gene cluster has been shown to be regulated by iron and zinc7,8 and mutants that impair ESX-3 gene expression have confirmed that ESX-3 gene products are involved in iron and zinc uptake.9,10

We have determined the structure of EsxRS, an ESAT-6-CFP-10 homolog encoded by the *Rv*3019c and *Rv*3020c genes, in a heterotetrameric form created by a domain swap of the C-terminal domain of EsxS, the CFP-10 homolog. The domain swap results from a loop to helix transition of the hinge loop connecting the two α-helical domains of EsxS. As a result EsxS adopts a long helical conformation that pairs with a second EsxS monomer in an antiparallel manner that allows the N- and C-termini of two EsxS subunits to interact with an EsxR subunit at each end of the EsxS dimer thus creating a molecule with four-helix bundles at its extremities. The structure of a domain-swapped tetramer of an ESX complex may help in unraveling the function of these enigmatic protein complexes.

Results

*EsxRS exists in heterodimeric and heterotetrameric forms*

The EsxR and EsxS subunits were coexpressed and the EsxRS complex purified by Ni-NTA affinity chromatography. Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) was used for additional purification and two peaks containing EsxRS were eluted from the column [Fig. 3020].
Comparison with standards of known molecular mass is consistent with the first peak being a tetramer of EsxRS while the retention time for the second peak was consistent with a dimer of EsxRS. The relative ratio of tetramer to dimer was approximately 1:15 and was consistently observed in all protein preparations. Analysis of the two peaks by SDS-PAGE confirmed that both subunits were present in equimolar amounts in the two peaks [Fig. 1(B)]. Native PAGE results indicated that the first peak contains a higher order oligomer with reduced electrophoretic mobility compared to the second peak (data not shown). Mass spectrometric analysis of the two peaks immediately following purification determined that both subunits were present in the purified complexes and that there was no proteolytic degradation of either subunit. When the dimeric and tetrameric forms of EsxRS were reanalyzed by SEC four days after the preparative gel filtration, two populations of EsxRS were obtained for each previously homogeneous sample that corresponded to the dimeric and tetrameric states. The rate of interconversion between the two species was low with approximately 95% of the sample remaining in the original oligomeric state.

**The crystal structure of EsxRS**

Both oligomeric forms of EsxRS were subjected to crystallization screening and crystals were obtained for the tetramer. The structure of the heterotetrameric *M. tuberculosis* EsxRS complex was determined by single wavelength anomalous diffraction at 3.0 Å resolution. SOLVE determined the positions of the six selenium sites that were present in the substructure. A partial model was built using RESOLVE, which was subsequently refined against the 1.91 Å resolution dataset and then rebuilt using ARP/wARP, which built ~75% percent of the residues present in the final model. The remaining parts of the model were built using Coot and the model was refined using Refmac and TLS (translation/rotation/scramble) refinement with one TLS group per chain to a $R_{work}$ and $R_{free}$ of 19.6 and 23.8%, respectively. The model has excellent geometry with no residues in the disallowed region of the Ramachandran plot. Refinement statistics and model contents are detailed in Table I.

The structure of EsxRS reveals a heterotetramer that contains two molecules of EsxR and two molecules of EsxS [Fig. 2(A)]. EsxS is comprised of 97 residues excluding the affinity tag and the asymmetric unit contains two EsxS molecules with residues 17–76 observed for Chain A and residues 14–80 for Chain B. EsxR is 96 residues in length and two molecules are present in the asymmetric unit with Chain C containing residues 20 through 75 and Chain D containing residues 20 through 74. While mass spectrometric analysis of the complex immediately after purification indicated that the full length EsxR and EsxS polypeptides were present, we observed significant degradation of the complex in the protein stock solution (stored at 4°C) after a week. Analysis of the EsxRS crystals by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry determined that the crystals contained degraded EsxR and EsxS subunits with two dominant species present with molecular weights of 7.1 and 7.4 kDa.

As expected from secondary structure predictions using the PredictProtein server the complex has significant α-helical character. The EsxR subunit is an α-hairpin composed of two α-helical domains (N-terminal helix, Chain C, residues 21–38; Chain D, residues 21–39; and C-terminal domain: Chain C, residues 51–73; Chain D, residues 51–73) that are connected by a loop. The EsxS subunits form long antiparallel α-helices (Chain A, residues 18–74; Chain B, residues 15–76). The N-terminus of one EsxS chain and the C-terminus of the other EsxS chain interact with an EsxR subunit to form a four-helix bundle at each end of the molecule, which we
Table I. *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* EsxRS Refinement Statistics (Numbers in Parentheses Refer to the High Resolution Data Shell)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crystal Parameters</th>
<th>Native</th>
<th>SeMet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Space group</td>
<td>P2₁2₁2₁</td>
<td>P2₁2₁2₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>0.97849</td>
<td>0.97849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cell constants at 100K</td>
<td>40.3, 54.6, 103.1 Å</td>
<td>40.1, 54.8, 102.9 Å (90° 90° 90°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean redundancy</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution range [Å]</td>
<td>51.6–1.91 (1.96–1.91)</td>
<td>80.0–3.0 (3.11–3.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of unique reflections</td>
<td>18085</td>
<td>8778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completeness of data [%]</td>
<td>99.0 (96.7)</td>
<td>99.1 (99.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean I/σ(I)</td>
<td>25.5 (6.1)</td>
<td>21.7 (8.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of residues (4 chains / asymmetric unit)</td>
<td>238</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of protein atoms</td>
<td>1776</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of glycerol atoms</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of waters</td>
<td>142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&lt;sup&gt;free&lt;/sup&gt; [%]</td>
<td>23.8 (28.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&lt;sup&gt;work&lt;/sup&gt; [%]</td>
<td>19.6 (21.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test set size [%], selection</td>
<td>5.0, random</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS deviations from target values</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond lengths [Å]</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond angles [°]</td>
<td>1.054</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramachandran plot</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test set size [%], selection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Errat Overall Quality Factor [%]</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify3D residues with score &gt;0.2 [%]</td>
<td>95.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDB accession code</td>
<td>3H6P</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The coordinates and molecular structure factors for Rv3020c-Rv3019c have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org) under the accession code 3H6P.

Figure 2. The structure of the domain-swapped EsxRS complex. (A) Ribbon representation of the EsxRS structure. EsxS subunits are colored in red and orange and the EsxR subunits are in purple and teal. (B) Superposition of the two four-helix bundles of the EsxRS complex shows strong structural similarity. The orientation of the four-helix bundle at the top of the panel is in the same orientation as in Panel A. Subunit colors are the same. (C) Electrostatic surface potential of the EsxRS complex calculated with an ionic strength of 100 mM with red and blue representing negative and positive potentials, respectively. Fully saturated colors indicate a potential of magnitude ≥ ±3 kT. The first view in panel C is the same representation as in Panel A. The surface of EsxRS lacks the intense accumulation of charge associated with nucleic acid binding proteins implying that the EsxRS complex binds to specific target molecules as has been proposed for the EsxAB homolog. The structural similarity and symmetrical charge distribution between the four-helix bundles suggests that both extremities of EsxRS are capable of binding to receptor proteins, which has implications for inhibiting host cell processes that involve protein dimerization. An interactive view is available in the electronic version of the article.
that contribute to the interface are the same in the amino acids in the helical segments of the bundles. Four-helix bundles is primarily hydrophobic and the structural similarity of the two helical domains. The conformational flexibility of the loop is apparent from the high B-factors in the loop as well as the lower quality electron density seen for this region of the structure. A superposition of the four-helix bundles by truncating the EsxS chains at Gln44 and superimposing the resulting four-helix bundles demonstrates strong structural similarity between the two four-helix bundles with an r.m.s.d. of 1.1 Å over 115 amino acids (Fig. 2(B)). Examination of the electrostatic potential of the surface of the complex reveals an even distribution of positive and negative charge with no highly charged regions (Fig. 2(C)).

The largest interface in the EsxRS structure, between the EsxS helices, buries ~1130 Å² of each subunit, or 20% of the surface of each subunit, in the interface. The four-helix bundles of the EsxRS structure have similar interfaces in terms of buried surface area, surface complementarity, and residues involved in the interface. EsxR Chain C buries 930 Å² in the interface of Bundle A while the N-terminal segment of EsxS Chain A and the C-terminal segment of EsxS Chain B bury 1050 Å² in the interface. Likewise, EsxR Chain D buries 870 Å² in the interface of Bundle B with the C-terminal segment of EsxS Chain A and N-terminal segment of EsxS Chain B burying 1060 Å² in the interface. The protein-protein interfaces were further compared by calculating the geometric shape complementarity (Sc) of the interfaces using the Sc program. Theoretical Sc values for perfectly correlated and uncorrelated surfaces are 1 and 0, respectively, whereas the highest values seen for protein-protein interfaces, other than amyloids, are in the range of 0.70–0.76. The Sc values for the two EsxRS bundles are similar, 0.76 and 0.78 for Bundles A and B, respectively, and reveal that the interfaces are highly complementary. The charge distribution between Bundle A and Bundle B is highly symmetrical (Fig. 2(C)) owing to the structural similarity of the bundles.

The interface between EsxS and EsxR in the four-helix bundles is primarily hydrophobic and the amino acids in the helical segments of the bundles that contribute to the interface are the same in the two bundles. Variability in the bundle interfaces is because of the presence of additional amino acid residues at the termini of the helices for which there is density for one subunit but not the other. There is also variability in the interface due to different conformations of the loop that connects the helical elements of EsxR as Ser40 of EsxR Chain D contributes to the bundle interface while Ser40 of Chain C does not. There are seven hydrogen bonds in Bundle A between EsxR (Chain C) and the EsxS subunits and eight in Bundle B between EsxR (Chain D) and the EsxS subunits. Four of these are absolutely conserved and two others are between the same amino acids. The discrepancy in the other bonds is due to interactions at the termini of the EsxS subunits. In addition to the hydrogen bonds in the four-helix bundles there are also hydrogen bonds between the EsxS subunits with the following bonding pattern: Chain A Gln44-O to Chain B Gln44-NE2 with Gln40-OE1 making a hydrogen bond to Ser47-OG in both subunits.

Additional stabilization of subunit interactions is through intra- and intermolecular salt bridges. There are five salt bridges between the EsxS subunits: Chain A Glu33-OE2 to Chain B His55-NE2; Chain B Glu33-OE2 to Chain A His55-NE2; Chain A Arg26-NH1 to Chain B Asp70-OD1; Chain B Arg26-NH1 to Chain A Asp70-OD1; and one additional salt bridge between Chain A Asp70-OD1 to Chain B Arg26-NH2. There is one conserved intermolecular salt bridge that occurs between EsxR-Glu35 and EsxS-Lys21 in both of the four-helix bundles.

**Comparison with homologous structures**

The ESAT-6/CFP-10 proteins that comprise ESX complexes belong to the WXG100 family based on two common characteristics, the presence of an amino acid motif (Trp-Xaa-Gly; WXG) and a size of 100 residues per polypeptide chain. The structure of the prototypical member of the ESX family (ESAT-6-CFP-10; EsxAB) has been determined by NMR. EsxR and ESAT-6 share 27.1% sequence identity and 42.1% similarity while EsxS and CFP-10 have 31% sequence identity and 40% similarity. Consistent with the high degree of sequence identity there is obvious structural homology between EsxRS and ESAT-6-CFP-10 (Fig. 3(A)). The four-helix bundle of ESAT-6-CFP-10 and the four-helix bundles at the extremities of the EsxRS structure superimpose well with an overall r.m.s.d. of 2.2 Å for 113 amino acids with a Z-score of 12.2 and sequence identity of 32% in the superimposed region. Our EsxRS structure has truncations at the N- and C-termini of all four chains; secondary structure predictions for EsxRS and comparison with EsxAB suggest that two to three turns of z-helix are missing from each subunit as are the unstructured regions present at the C-termini of ESAT-6 and CFP-10. However, the core component of both complexes is well conserved.
Superimposing the EsxAB structure on the two four-helix bundles of EsxRS shows that it is possible for the intact EsxR subunits to exist in close proximity within the tetramer. The EsxR and ESAT-6 subunits have the same domain architecture with two α-helical domains linked by a loop that contains the WXG motif. The structural homology between EsxS and CFP-10 is evident with the exception of the six amino acid segment that contains the WXG motif (residues Gly40-Ala45 in CFP-10). In EsxS, this region adopts an α-helical conformation that results in the fusion of the α-helical N- and C-terminal domains into a single long α-helix whereas in CFP-10 this region is a loop that connects the N- and C-terminal helical domains.

An analysis of the stability of the EsxAB and EsxGH complexes concluded that the primary feature governing the stability of ESX complexes is van der Waals interactions and that additional hydrogen bonds or salt bridges increase complex stability.\(^{19}\) Analysis of the intermolecular interactions in the EsxRS bundles supports these observations as the EsxRS intermolecular interfaces are primarily hydrophobic with additional stabilization mediated by salt bridges and hydrogen bonds. Sequence alignments of ESAT-6 and CFP-10 homologs combined with data from the EsxRS and EsxAB structures reveals that the residues that form the hydrophobic interface are poorly conserved and that the intermolecular salt bridges that stabilize the complexes are not conserved between these homologs (Fig. 4). The sequence alignment suggests that other ESX complexes are stabilized by salt bridges as the residues that participate in the intermolecular EsxRS salt bridge are substituted by charged residues in equivalent positions in some ESX homologs (Fig. 4).

The secondary structure of the *M. tuberculosis* EsxGH complex, which is closely related to EsxRS, has recently been determined.\(^{35}\) The EsxGH complex is a 1:1 heterodimer of the Rv0287 (EsxG) and Rv0288 (EsxH) gene products and each subunit contains two α-helices (EsxG: α1, residues F18–F42 and α2, residues A49–L76; EsxH: α1, residues A19–A38, and α2, residues Y51–M81). The high degree of sequence homology between EsxGH and EsxRS, EsxG and EsxH are 91.8 and 84.4 percent identical to EsxS and EsxR, respectively, is reflected in the conservation and position of α-helical elements in the two structures (Fig. 4). The only significant variation between the secondary structure elements of the EsxRS and EsxGH complexes is that residues His43-Ser48 of EsxG lack ordered secondary structure while the corresponding region in EsxS adopts an α-helical conformation. A recent study of the EsxGH complex concluded that it was more stable than EsxAB, most likely as the result of increased surface area involved in protein-protein interactions or the presence of additional salt bridges.\(^{19}\) The authors predicted that EsxGH is stabilized by two intermolecular bridges: EsxG-Lys21 to EsxH-Glu31 and EsxG Lys64 to EsxH-Asp64. The EsxRS structure is stabilized by a single salt bridge (EsxR-Lys21 to EsxS-Glu35) although the residues predicted to form salt bridges in EsxGH are conserved in EsxRS.

---

**Figure 3.** Structural similarity of EsxRS and related ESX molecules. (A) Stereoview of the superposition of EsxRS with *M. tuberculosis* EsxAB (ESAT-6-CFP-10) in worm representation with EsxRS oriented and colored as in Figure 2. The EsxA (ESAT-6) subunit is colored in green and EsxB (CFP-10) is colored in yellow. (B) Stereoview of the superposition of *Staphylococcus aureus* EsxA (SaEsxA) on the EsxR subunit of the EsxRS complex. EsxRS is colored as in Panel A and SaEsxA is colored pink. For clarity only the termini of EsxAB and SaEsxA are labeled. Strong structural similarity between the EsxRS and EsxAB complexes suggests that mycobacterial ESX complexes have related functions whereas the divergence in the SaEsxA structure suggests that more distantly related ESX homologs may have evolved new functions. An interactive view is available in the electronic version of the article.
While these amino acid pairs do not form salt bridges in EsxRS, they are in close proximity and subtle variations between the EsxRS and EsxGH structures may allow these residues to form salt bridges in EsxGH. Completion of the EsxGH NMR structure and a detailed comparison of these highly homologous structures will allow these questions to be answered.

The X-ray structure of EsxA, an ESAT-6 or CFP-10 homolog, from *Staphylococcus aureus* has also been determined.\(^5\) In contrast to the Mycobacterial ESX complexes SaEsxA has been found to be a homodimer. The architecture of SaEsxA is similar to the Mycobacterial ESX proteins in that two helical domains are connected by a loop that contains the WXG motif. There is a slight bend in the C-terminal \(\alpha\)-helical domain of SaEsxA due to the presence of a proline residue. The bend in this helix combined with the lower overall sequence identity between SaEsxA and EsxR and EsxS, 11.4% and 17.1% identity, respectively, results in a lower degree of structural homology between these less related ESX subunits. A structural superposition of SaEsxA on EsxR [Fig. 3(B)] has an r.m.s.d. of 3.3 Å over 49 C\(^\alpha\) atoms. The superposition of SaEsxA on the N-terminal segment of EsxR Chain A (amino acids Ala17-Gln44) and the C-terminal segment of EsxR Chain D (amino acids Gly45-Ala80) has an r.m.s.d. of 2.5 Å over 45 C\(^\alpha\) atoms.

**The EsxRS heterotetramer is a result of 3D domain swapping**

The similarity of the interface in the EsxRS four-helix bundles with the ESAT-6-CFP-10 four-helix bundle indicates that the EsxRS tetramer is the result of 3D domain swapping. 3D domain swapping is a mechanism by which higher order oligomers are formed through the exchange of identical domains between protein molecules. The molecule in which no domains are swapped is the closed reference structure, which constitutes a functional unit. A domain swap requires that the interactions in the reference and domain swapped complex interfaces must be the same and that the only significant difference between the closed reference structure and the domain swapped complex structure occurs in the hinge loop that mediates the domain swap. While the dimeric EsxRS reference structure has yet to be determined it has been purified in solution and we can postulate that it would be structurally similar to the EsxAB dimer.\(^1\)

The domain swap that generates the tetrameric EsxRS structure is mediated by a conformational change in a short amino acid segment of EsxS that is predicted to lack regular secondary structure. In the ESAT-6-CFP-10 structure, this polypeptide segment (residues Gly40-Ala45), which contains the WXG motif, forms a loop that connects the two helical domains of CFP-10. EsxS and its closest family

---

**Figure 4.** Sequence alignment of CFP-10 (bottom) and ESAT-6 (bottom) homologs. The alignment was prepared with ClustalW and colored using BOXSHADE. Secondary structure elements are represented by sinusoidal lines representing \(\alpha\)-helices with 3\(\alpha\)-helices represented by the lighter color. Disordered or missing regions of the structure are represented by black lines. The position of the hinge loop in EsxS (residues 41–46) is indicated as are the salt bridges formed between EsxS domains (red triangles, Arg26-Asp70; black triangles, Glu33-His55) and the intermolecular salt bridge formed between EsxS Lys21 and EsxR Glu35 (blue triangles). Residues involved in the intermolecular interface are designated by black circles. From the structure presented here and from the high conservation in residues 41–46 (this figure) we can speculate that the EsxGH complex will also be capable of domain swapping.
member, EsxG (Rv0287), contain a modified WXG motif with the tryptophan replaced by a histidine (His43) and in contrast to CFP-10 the hinge loop of EsxS (amino acids Ala41-Glu46) adopts a helical conformation that results in the fusion of the N- and C-terminal helical domains of EsxS into a single continuous \( \alpha \)-helix. Two EsxS molecules pair in an anti-parallel fashion to create a tetramer with two EsxR molecules. The region surrounding the hinge is stabilized by hydrogen bonds between Gln40 of one EsxS molecule and Ser47 of the other EsxS molecule. An additional hydrogen bond is formed between the main-chain oxygen of Gly44 of Chain A and Gln44-NE2 of Chain B. Gln44 is the variable residue in the WXG motif and the Gly44 sidechain in subunit A has two distinct conformations and could be involved in the interconversion between dimeric and tetrameric forms. The domain swap creates two functional units at each end of the complex composed of a single EsxR molecule and the N-terminal domain of one EsxS subunit and the C-terminal domain of the second EsxS subunit.

The amount of buried surface area in the interfaces of the closed reference structure and the domain swapped tetramer are different with the ESAT-6 and CFP-10 subunits having 1550 \( \AA^2 \) and 1880 \( \AA^2 \), respectively, buried in the interface compared to an average of 900 \( \AA^2 \) and 1050 \( \AA^2 \) for EsxR (ESAT-6 homolog) and EsxS (CFP-10 homolog). Deletion of the additional structural elements in the ESAT-6-CFP-10 complex to match the core molecule seen in our EsxRS structure results in a similar amount of buried surface area with 890 \( \AA^2 \) for ESAT-6 and 1000 \( \AA^2 \) for CFP-10. Thus the overall structural similarity and other characteristics confirm that the tetramer is the result of 3D domain-swapping.

**Discussion**

Biochemical studies and the NMR structure of the EsxAB complex have established that complexes of ESAT-6 and CFP-10 form 1:1 heterodimers. Our results demonstrate the existence of a higher order oligomer of an ESX complex that results from 3D domain swapping. Domain swapping involves a change in oligomeric state that occurs when a structural element, or domain, is exchanged between two or more protein molecules. In our structure of EsxRS, a heterotetrameric complex composed of two molecules of EsxR and EsxS is created through the exchange of the C-terminal domains of the CFP-10 (EsxS) subunits. The existence of an alternate oligomeric form of an ESX complex raises questions about a role for higher order oligomers in ESX function.

The creation of higher order oligomers through domain swapping has been found to play multiple roles in vivo. Domain-swapped proteins have been shown to form amyloid-like fibrils, which has led to the proposal that deposition diseases that involve protein aggregation, e.g. Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s, may involve runaway domain swapping. Domain swapping can increase the enzymatic activity of a protein or increase the avidity of protein-protein interactions. Indeed it has been shown that diphtheria toxin forms a domain-swapped dimer upon binding its cellular receptor. As the interaction of the C-terminus of ESAT-6 (EsxA) with a macrophage cell surface receptor has been demonstrated to downregulate the host immune response, it would be of interest to determine if higher order ESX oligomers increase the avidity of protein-protein interactions. However, the lack of information on the function of ESX complexes will complicate this effort.

An alternate possibility by which a domain swapped ESX complex may be involved in ESX function can be inferred from studies that have shown that ESAT-6 alone has a destabilizing effect on membranes. The ESAT-6 subunit from *M. tuberculosis* and *M. marinum* has been shown to be capable of disrupting artificial membranes and host cell membranes, respectively, and it has been proposed that the low pH of the phagosomal compartments leads to complex dissociation allowing ESAT-6 to exert a cytotoxic effect. We also have seen pH induced dissociation of EsxRS (our unpublished results) although there is contradictory evidence about pH induced complex dissociation as a recent study of the stability of the EsxAB and EsxGH complexes concluded that they are not destabilized by low pH. The conformational change responsible for the domain-swap in EsxRS could be the basis for dissociation of a 1:1 ESAT-6-CFP-10 complex. Under this scenario in which pH or another stimulus, results in complex dissociation our domain-swapped tetramer may represent a non-functional dead-end in which the high concentrations of protein resulting from overexpression could lead to the tetramer by virtue of the complementarity of the subunit interfaces and the unfavorable interaction between the exposed hydrophobic faces of the unpaired ESX domains with aqueous solvent. More study is required to determine whether ESX complexes dissociate in response to environmental conditions and if the conformational change that creates our domain-swapped molecule is the basis of complex disassembly.

The EsxRS crystal structure suggests that domain swapping could occur in the closely related EsxGH complex and potentially in other ESX complexes. While the integrity of the WXG motif in the ESAT-6 subunit of the complex has been shown to be important for ESAT-6 folding and complex assembly a tryptophan to arginine mutation in the WXG motif of CFP-10 had no effect on complex assembly suggesting that the WXG motif in CFP-10 is not a
critical structural element. Furthermore, the WXG motif in ESAT-6 contributes to a small hydrophobic core that stabilizes the ESAT-6 hairpin while the same region in CFP-10 lacks a comparable network of stabilizing interactions. The lack of a tight interface in CFP-10 suggests that other EsxS/CFP-10 homologs could undergo a similar conformational change to form domain swapped ESX complexes. While NMR studies have reported that EsxGH and EsxAB form 1:1 heterodimers with no evidence of higher order oligomers (Mark Carr, personal communication) we have seen evidence of higher order oligomers formed by another ESX complex (our unpublished results). As EsxAB has been demonstrated to interact with cell surface receptors of host APCs it would be of interest to explore whether alternate oligomeric forms of EsxAB exist and, if they do, whether these alternate oligomeric states have different effects on cell signaling.

In summary, we have determined the structure of an unpredicted higher order oligomer of an M. tuberculosis ESX complex. Our structure raises questions as to whether the domain-swapped ESX complex is formed by other ESX homologs and the role of domain swapping in ESX function. Future studies that provide insight into the function of ESX complexes will be necessary to determine the function, cellular targets, and role of domain-swapped ESX molecules in M. tuberculosis pathogenicity.

Materials and Methods

Cloning of the EsxRS complex

Rv3020c (EsxS) and Rv3019c (EsxR) were cloned into the pET46Ek-LIC expression vector in the same context as they are found in the M. tuberculosis H37Rv genome with Rv3020c upstream of Rv3019c. The Rv3020c-Rv3019c gene pair was PCR-amplified from M. tuberculosis H37Rv genomic DNA using KOD Hot Start polymerase (Novagen) and the following primers: Rv3020cFor (5’- GACGACGACAAG ATGAGTTT GTTGGATGCCCATATTCC) and Rv3019cRev (5’- GAG GAAAGCCCGGttattCCGCCCCACTTGGC). The PCR product was treated with T4 polymerase using the procedure supplied with the pET-46 Ek/LIC Vector Kit (Novagen). Following incubation of the insert and vector the ligation mixture was transformed into chemically competent E. coli DH5α cells and plated on LB plates supplemented with 100 μg/mL of ampicillin. Putative positive plasmids were isolated using a Qiagen miniprep kit (Qiagen) and sequences were confirmed by DNA sequencing (Davis Sequencing).

Protein expression and purification

The EsxRS expression plasmid was transformed into E. coli BL21-Gold (DE3) (Stratagene) and grown overnight in LB broth supplemented with ampicillin (100 μg/mL) at 37°C. The following day the overnight culture was used to inoculate fresh cultures, which were grown at 37°C until an OD<sub>600nm</sub> of 0.6 was reached. At this point protein expression was induced with 0.75 mM IPTG and the cultures were grown for an additional 4 hours at 37°C. The cells were harvested by centrifugation and the cell pellet was resuspended in lysis buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.8, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole pH 7.8, 10 mM β-mercaptoethanol). Protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma-Aldrich), DNase I, and PMSF were added. Cells were lysed by sonication and the lysate was then centrifuged at 39,800 × G for 30 minutes at 4°C. The supernatant was then rocked with 2 mL of Ni-NTA agarose (Qiagen) for one hour at 4°C. The mixture was poured into a gravity column and the beads were washed with 20 column volumes of wash buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.8, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole pH 7.8), followed by four column volumes of imidazole buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.8, 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM imidazole pH 7.8), and then the complex was eluted with four column volumes of elution buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.8, 150 mM NaCl, 300 mM imidazole pH 7.8). The imidazole wash and elution fractions were pooled and the hexahistidine tag was removed by proteolytic treatment with enterokinase (Invitrogen) at room temperature for 6 hours and then at 4°C overnight using conditions supplied in the manufacturers protocol. The following day the reaction was centrifuged (14,000 × G) for 5 minutes at 4°C, the supernatant was concentrated to 1 mL, and the complex was further purified by gel filtration using a Superdex75 column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated in gel filtration buffer (20 mM HEPES pH 7.8, and 150 mM NaCl). SDS-PAGE and native gels were used to determine, which peaks contained the complex and the appropriate elution fractions, were pooled and concentrated to 8–12 mg/mL for crystallization.

The selenomethionine derivative of EsxRS was prepared by growing 6 L of E. coli BL21-Gold (DE3) cells harboring the EsxRS expression plasmid in LB media supplemented with ampicillin at 37°C with shaking. Upon reaching an OD<sub>600nm</sub> of 0.6, the cells were harvested by centrifugation at 3000 × G for 20 minutes at 4°C. The cell pellet was resuspended in 50 mL of M9 buffer (supplemented with: 50 mg leucine, 50 mg isoleucine, 50 mg valine 100 mg phenylalanine, 100 mg lysine, 100 mg threonine, 5% glycerol, 0.002 M MgSO<sub>4</sub>, 0.0001 M CaCl<sub>2</sub>, and 10 mg thiamine per liter) and then recentrifuged. Each pellet was resuspended in 1 L of the same supplemented M9 media containing ampicillin and grown with shaking at 37°C. After 30 minutes, 0.75 mg selenomethionine was added to each liter and the culture was induced with 0.75 mM IPTG. Induced cultures were grown for 5 hours at 37°C. Cells were harvested and the EsxRS complex was purified.
using the same protocol as for native protein. The selenomethionine-labeled complex was concentrated to 8–10 mg/mL for crystallization.

**Crystallization of the EsxRS complex**

Crystallization was carried out at the UCLA Crystallization Facility using a Mosquito-TTP nanoliter dispenser. Hanging drop crystallization trials that mixed protein and reservoir solution at 1:1, 1:2, and 2:1 ratios were set up using commercially available crystallization screens from Hampton Research and Qiagen. Crystals of the native preparation of EsxRS that grew in condition D4 (0.1 M MMT (Malic acid, MES, Tris buffer system) pH 7, 25% PEG1500) of the PACT screen (Qiagen) were optimized with grid screens that varied buffer, salt, and precipitant concentrations. Optimization of crystallization conditions resulted in crystals that grew in 4–8 weeks when mixed 2:1 with precipitant (0.1 M MMT pH 7.0, 25% PEG1500). SeMet-labeled protein did not initially crystallize in the conditions used for native protein so heterogeneous streak seeding was used to transfer crystal nuclei from native crystals into the SeMet crystallization reactions. After seeding SeMet crystals grew in 0.1 M MMT pH 7.0, 26% PEG1500 using a 2:1 protein to precipitant ratio. Data from single crystals was collected on beamline 24ID-C at the Advanced Photon Source of Argonne National Lab.

**EsxRS structure determination**

The data for both native and selenomethionine-labeled crystals were processed with Denzo and Scalepack. The program SOLVE was used to locate selenium sites and density modification and initial model-building was performed with RESOLVE. Automated model-building employing the higher resolution native data was performed with ARP/wARP using the CCP4 crystallography suite. Manual building of additional structural elements was performed with Coot interspersed with refinement cycles using Refmac, also part of the CCP4 crystallography suite. Final refinement used TLS parameters determined with the TLSmd server. The correctness of the structure was verified using the NIH-MBI SAVS validation server for analysis with the programs ERRAT, PROCHECK, and WHATCHECK. Ribbon and cartoon representations were prepared with Pymol structural superpositions with DALI, electrostatic surface potentials with UHBD and subunit interfaces were analyzed with PISA, AreaiMol, CONTACT/ACT, and SC.
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